
Welcoming Diverse 
Audiences to the Water

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT & WHERE TO START



01 – Introduction

02 – State Agency Perspective

03 – New Angler Perspective

Agenda



What is diversity?



DIVERSITY EQUITY INCLUSION

The practice or quality of 
including or involving 

people from a range of 
different social and ethnic 

backgrounds.

The fair treatment, 
access, opportunity, and 

advancement for all 
people.

The act of creating 
environments in which any 
individual or group can be –

and feel – welcomed.



Why is DEI important?



4 in 10 Americans identify with a race 
or ethnic group other than white
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40%



As a % of national population,
whites shrinking & minorities growing 
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Google “fishing”
What do you see?
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Why companies don’t have 
diversity initiatives
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TPWD Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer

Manages the execution of TPWD’s diversity and 
inclusion strategy

Cultural Compliance & Management

Years of experience in relationship building, leadership 
development, mentoring, training and executive 
coaching 

Conservation, Fish & Wildlife Board 
Member

Currently the Association of Fish and Wildlife 

Agencies’ Diversity and Inclusion Committee Co-chair

David Buggs
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
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Thank You
Stephanie Vatalaro
SVP, Marketing & Communications
svatalaro@rbff.org

LinkedIn:
Recreational Boating 
& Fishing Foundation

Twitter: @RecBoatFish

#RBFFWorkshop



Diversity and Inclusion: 
Why it's important to state Conservation 
Agencies and where to start
RBFF State Marketing Workshop

February 25, 2021



U.S. population is growing and changing

• By 2043, over 
50% of the US 
population will be 
comprised of 
minorities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two States in the Southeast, Texas and Florida, account for 35% of the growth in the entire U.S. Texas and Florida are 56.5% and 44.2% minority respectively.The Southeast region's rate of population growth over the last six decades has been about 40% greater than the rest of the country.SOURCE: Governing calculations of Annual Estimates of the Resident Population, U.S. Census Bureau



GREATER 
RACIAL 
DIVERSITY 
AMONG 
MILLENNIALS 
AND GEN Z



DECLINE IN 
THE NATION’S 
WHITE 
POPULATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The white population decline is largely attributable to its older age structure when compared to other race and ethnic groups, leading to fewer births and more deaths relative to its population size. In 2019, the median age for white Americans was 43.7, compared to 29.8 for Latino or Hispanic Americans, 34.6 for Black Americans, 37.5 for Asian Americans, and 20.9 for persons identifying as two or more races. While white fertility may have taken an accentuated dip due to delayed marriage and childbearing for millennials—whose lives continued to impacted by the Great Recession—the long-term decline projected in the white population is due to its increased aging.This means that other racial and ethnic groups are responsible for generating overall population growth. The U.S. grew by a total of 19.5 million people between 2010 and 2019. Latinos or Hispanics contributed 10 million people to that total—over half of the nation’s growth. Asian Americans, Black Americans, and persons of two or more races contributed 4.3 million, 3.2 million, and 1.7 million people, respectively. These groups constituted the main engines of the nation’s growth, and are likely to do the same going forward.



Why Should We Care?

• Urbanization of America
• Availability of Natural Resource 

majors
• Added value of diverse perspectives 

in scientific discovery
• Overall health benefits and cost 

reduction for all citizens 
• Expanding conservation challenge 

(not just a white guy’s issue)
• Relevance/Value of fish and wildlife 

agencies to the changing 
demographic (Legislative)
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What else is 
at stake?
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Fish and 
Wildlife 

Conservation

• Fueled by participant dollars ($76 billion).

• Sportfish Restoration, Wildlife Restoration, 
Federal Duck Stamps, state licenses and 
fees uphold the industry.

• “Typical” customer base declining for 
decades (1970 - 40 million hunters; today -
12.6 million).

• Fishing participation stagnant for decades. 
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PARTICIPATION TRENDING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2019, 17% of the U.S. population ages 6 and up went fishing at least one time. This was a 1%-increase since the yearbefore, and it represents a decade-long upward trend in fishing participation.Fishing participation continued growing from 2018to 2019, reaching the highest participation rate since2007. The overall participation rate reached 17% ofthe U.S. population ages 6 and up, or 50.1 millionpeople, who fished at least once during the 2019calendar year.The “leaky bucket” analysis measures the annualchurn of fishing participants, or those people joiningor rejoining the activity and those quitting in a givenyear. The good news: from 2018 to 2019, there wasa net increase of 700,000 fishing participants. Thebad news: the annual churn rate, the percentageof people starting and quitting the activity, alsoincreased to a steep 19%. This could be a sign thatfishing participation, although high, is not stable.As fishing participation has increased in recentyears, the frequency of fishing trips has decreased.In 2019, fishing participants went on a total of 880million outings, which was 3 million less than theprevious year. Average annual outings have also beendeclining, sliding to 17.5 outings per participant.





How do natural resource 
agencies who support and 
are engaged in conservation 
activities, become relevant
to this growing and changing 
population without losing 
current participants and 
supporters?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the US populations becomes more ethnically diverse, our challenge is how do we engage the changing demographic in more outdoor recreational activities and how do agencies who support and are engaged in conservation activities, become relevant to this growing population without losing current participants and supporters.



There is an intrinsic 
appreciation for 
nature and the 

outdoors in all of us.
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Our country went through 
huge economic change in 
the 40’s, through the 70’s

Most of us who grew up in 
rural areas, with a focus on 
natural resource 
preservation, began to 
migrate to urban settings.



For several reasons, such as; 
• Shifts in the types of labor 
• Lack of access to land
• Restrictions on ownership  
• Economic challenges (some 

self-imposed and some by 
external forces), 

• Personal safety 
• media influences 
Many ethnically diverse groups 
have not engaged in what the 
majority calls conservation.



Why People 
Diversity in 
Conservation?
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How does Diversity and Inclusion add 
value to Organizations that support 
Conservation?

• Attract and retain new talent.
• Effective communication of  conservation message.
• More innovative approaches to programs, services 

and research.
• Attract new customers: local, regional and 

international.
• Increase value of the organization to its 

constituents and legislators.
• Expands outdoor recreation for youth and adults.
• Expands cultural understanding internally and 

externally.



TPWD Engaging 
Diversity and Inclusion

“Diversity is part and parcel of 
what makes our mission, our 
work, and our service so 
unique and special to our state 
and to its citizens.”
Carter Smith, Executive Director, Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we attract a diverse workforce or volunteer force? Does HR recognize or use the recommendation of recruiters or coordinators? Does HR use the service of an outside hiring agent. Using an outside hiring agency would keep at bay the personal and professional references that tend to lean towards one or two groups.



How We can address the Diversity and Inclusion 
Challenge in Conservation
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Not a Zero-
Sum Game 
Issue

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasing Diversity and Inclusion in conservation helps everyone to win.



Its difficult to solve a problem until you 
acknowledge that you are a  part of the 
problem you are trying to solve!

Intentional Accommodate Listen Images

Find People 
with their own 

organization
Media



Careers

Programming

Peers

Volunteers

Media
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open support from all leadersSelf-Examination of culture (Become comfortable being uncomfortable)Evaluation of requirements (Don’t lower, adapt)Be intentional (Follow-up and follow through)Mentor/Internships (Grow your own)Solicit volunteers from a broader demographic



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although there has been some limited gender and racial inclusion in state conservation agencies in the past,  the majority of scientific, political and to a lesser degree, education and outreach efforts have be carried out by and have catered to a majority white and mostly male demographic.



Silver Tsunami
Baby boom Scientists Nearing 
Retirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From 1993 to 2008, scientists over age 50 increased from 18% to 27%.The comparable percentage rose to 66% in 2006 before declining slightly in 2008.The average growth rate for all occupations is 11%, however,  for Natural Science professionals, it’s 6% (Slower than average). 



Inclusion in Careers

• Self-Examination
• Become comfortable being 

uncomfortable
• Evaluation of requirements 

(Don’t lower, adapt)
• Be intentional
• Mentor/Internships
• Inclusive images
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TPWD TEAM MEMBERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hire Diverse Talent



Programming



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vamos a Pescar grant program in the 2021 Conduct efforts in six key market areas of Houston, San Antonio, Austin, Brownsville, Huntsville, and El Paso.Conduct a portion of virtual efforts from the Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center to increase exposure of our agency to new families.Efforts will be conducted using a combination of in-person events, scheduled live online virtual workshops, and videos that can be accessed at their convenience.Strive to increase fishing knowledge, skills, and abilities of participating families from Texas metro areas and ultimately increase fishing participation.Virtual and some in person if we can do it safely



Neighborhood Fishing 
Houston

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Houston is one of the most diverse Metropolitan areas in the nation and we recognize that not everyone is interested in fishing for trophy Largemouth Bass.  We set out (and are still working on) creating a system where any resident of the Greater Houston area can find the type of angling experience they want, close to home.  We divided the area into rough sections that cover areas that are relatively-easy to move within without using tolled roads. Then, we identified what types fisheries are present.  Types included both species (bass, catfish, crappie, etc) and setting (large-lakes, Neighborhood Fishing Ponds,  parks that are good for family groups, and “urban backcountry” where urban infrastructure and noise are not visible or heard).  This has resulted in lakes where you could fish traditionally for a record Largemouth Bass, but also parks that have kid-friendly sunfish ponds with high catch rates and parks where fishing can be part of the family reunion of picnic. 



Neighborhood Fishing 
Dallas, Ft. Worth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DFW Metro Area covers many counties and individual municipalities with the largest being Dallas and Ft Worth.  We are conducting fish community evaluations at waterbodies throughout the area.  From these evaluations we determine what management activities or park developments need to be implemented to provide a quality fishing experience for anglers.We also work with local communities and cities to install educational signs that inform anglers of types of fish available and waterbody regulations.We are partnering with Texas Tech University to conduct and in-depth survey of people who visit these parks with and without waterbodies polling for motivations and desired outing experience for anglers and non-anglers at specific sites.   We are constantly working to update waterbodies that we think will provide diverse fishing opportunities and promote these sites thru social media and the TPWD website. 



Recruitment of Volunteer 
Instructors & Partners



Texas Fishing and Boating 
Partnerships
• Port Authority-Port of Houston-Maritime Education 

Program
• San Jacinto College-Maritime Training Program

• Texas Southern University-Maritime Logistics Programs
• Prairie View University-TPWD Program Events
• Houston Pilots Association-Maritime Education Program

• Texas Drownproofing Alliance-Drownproofing partner
• Safe Kids-Drownproofing Partner
• Sea Center of Texas-Tour and Youth Fishing Program

• Sea Star Base Galveston-TPWD Boater Education Courses
• Coastal Brigade-Youth Camp
• Coast Guard Auxiliary-Boat Crew/Instructor

• Galveston Bay Foundation-Monitors the Bay









Presenter
Presentation Notes
Houston Mayor Sylvester Turner and BASS Master CEO Bruce Akins Texas Coast Guard



Non-Traditional University 
Partnership

• Increased Volunteers
• Increased Diversity
• Increased Conservation awareness
• Increase diverse Talent for agency
• Decrease cost of engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boater safety certification.  Increased volunteers.HBCU and HSIPrairie View A&M Recreation departmentTSU Recreation Department Increased VolunteersIncreased DiversityIncreased Conservation awarenessIncrease diverse Talent for agencyDecrease cost for TPWD



Advertising our 
Boater Safety, Aquatic 
Ed. or Angler Ed. to 
maximize inclusion 

• Bi-lingual 
• Local Newsletters
• Local businesses
• Hispanic Television
• Radio
• Worship Centers
• Urban Schools
• Boys and Girls Clubs



“If I don’t see me, It 
won’t be me.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where can we increase DEI







Presenter
Presentation Notes
We only have our general program brochure (attached) that we use for all recruitment of volunteer instructors.  We also try to use a variety of images that depict diversity (people of color, women/girls, various age groups) on our trailers and literature that go out to the general public. See Fishing Tips for Beginners rack card. 



Be prepared to talk about Diversity in 
Outdoor activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Williams entered his first bass fishing tournament in 1975, the Have-a-Heart Association Bass Classic with a field of 210 participants.Williams eventually became the first four-time winner of the Have-a-Heart Classic. In the eight years separating his first tournament and his Bassmaster Classic bid, Williams notched 10 top 10 finishes in tournaments with fields of more than 50-boats and upwards to 300.Pro Female Anglers Torica Whitty and Sabrina ThompsonDespite finishing in 67th place on the first day of the tournament, Ish Monroe won the 2018 Bassmaster Elite at Mississippi River to take the $100,000 prize. COURTESY OF BASS ANGLERS SPORTSMAN SOCIETYale Anglers Torica Whitty and Sabrina Thompson



Engage Diversity 
focused Outdoor 

Organizations.



Diverse Outdoor 
Organizations

• IFBBA

• African American Fishing and Hunting 
Directory

• Ebony Anglers

• Dallas Bass Hookers

• Outdoor Afro

• Latino Outdoors

• Outdoor Asians

• HECHO

• Fishing with Jim Austin Bass Clubs

• African American Hunting Association 
(AAHA)



Carolyn Finney (Black 
Face White places)

• Outreach must go two ways. We need to teach others 
about us and learn about them.  There has to 
reciprocity for relationships to be sustainable.

• There is no universal story.  My experienced with 
nature is different then yours.  It should not be 
assimilation.

• We have to examine our biases about what we do.  
Examine your risk and willing ness to become 
uncomfortable.

• Do you want to be comfortable or better?



Not everything that is faced 
can be changed, 
but nothing can be changed 
until it is faced.

James Baldwin 



FIN



Diversity & Inclusion Consultant

Cofounded REAL (Reconcile, Evolve, Advance, Lead) 
Consulting based in ancestral Ute Territory, aka 
Crested Butte, CO

Awkward Angler Podcast Host

An authentic series talking about fishing, social justice, 
and storytelling with folks within the outdoor industry

Self-Taught Fly Angler

Passionate about sharing her learning process and 
journey

Erica Nelson
REAL Consulting, Awkward Angler Podcast
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Welcoming Diverse Audiences 
to the Water: Why it♠ 
Important and Where to Start

Erica Nelson (she/her), 
Awkward Angler Podcast Host 
& Diversity and Inclusion 
Consultant and Co-founder of 
REAL Consulting



Awkward.

Learning how to [fly] fish 
isn’t easy or accessible for 
all, and my goal is to 
increase awareness and 
education around this.

And it can get awkward...







Barriers

Adaptive

Require learning to 
identify the problem(s) 
and solution(s)

The onus is on all 
stakeholders to apply the 
solution(s)

Technical

Have clear problem 
definition(s) and 
solution(s)

The onus is on authority 
figures and experts to 
apply the solution(s)



Adaptive challenges require adaptive 
solutions

● Adopt a new paradigm of 
thinking

● Create, maintain and 
invest in networks of 
accountability



Where to start

1. Reconciliation

2. Community Building

3. Advancing and 
Leading the Industry



Lead authentically

● Leverage social media
○ Avoid performative or 

bandwagon activism
● Explore POC coalitions
● Focus on relationships and 

community over profit
● Meet people where they are 

as opposed to expecting 
them to come to you

● Embrace cultural differences



info@consultreal.org

@AwkwardAngler

www.consultREAL.org

Thank you! 

mailto:info@consultreal.org
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